
Brand Identity
Primary Wordmark

Primary wordmark, can be used in both colour and black and white.  Where possible, 
use colour.  The logo can also be inverted to white for use on darker backgrounds.



Brand Identity
Secondary Wordmark

The Secondary wordmark is to be used as a support element in unison with the primary.  
To be used as one colour or knocked out against a colour background.  Elements of the 
mark can be coloured in order to draw attention to a particular element.



Brand Identity
Descriptor Lockup Variation A

Descriptor lockup, single line.  Art & Farmers in brand red for accent.



Brand Identity
Descriptor Lockup Variation B

Descriptor lockup, baseline with Primary Wordmark.



Brand Identity
Descriptor Lockup Variation C

Descriptor lockup, baseline with Burl’s Creek focus.



Brand Identity
Sizing & Spacing

The application of the wordmark requires adequate spacing and sizing. The wordmark 
must have 1 unit of space around it. The spacing measurement is based on the x-height 
of “Friday.”

Print Minimum Size

X in

Web Minimum Size

X in



Brand Identity
Sizing & Spacing

The application of the logo requires adequate spacing and sizing. The secondary word-
mark must have 2 units of space around it. The spacing measurement is based on the 
height of the musical note.

Print Minimum Size

X in

Web Minimum Size

X in



Brand Identity
Usage & Guidelines

1. Use adequate space around the logo.
2. Use the inverted logo on dark backgrounds.
3. Do not change the colour of the logo.

4. Do not rotate the logo.
5. Do not skew the logo.
6. Do not crop any portion of the logo.

1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

6.



Brand Identity
Placement

The layout and distribution of the brand elements is an important component of brand 
consistency and communication.  Although not all, these are some common layout that 
can be applied dependant on the situation. 



Brand Identity
Crests

The OK Friday Crests can be used independently, or in the diamond formation.



Type & Colour



Type & Colour
Typography

Guideline for typeset sizing and usage.

ABCDEFGH
IJKLMNOP
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,  
consectetuer adipiscing elit.

Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor.  
Aenean massa.

Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus 
mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla 
consequat massa quis enim. Donec pede justo, fringilla vel, aliquet nec, vulputate 
eget, arcu. In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, justo. Nullam 

Arial Bold: 34 pt over 42 pt / Kerning 0

Granby Elephant: 100 pt over 100 pt / Kerning 0

Arial Regular: 21 pt over 27 pt / Kerning 0

Telegraphem Regular: 10 pt over 14 pt / Kerning 0



Type & Colour
Colour Palette

OK Friday’s visual identity system has a bright and fresh colour palette based on
primaries to deliver a fun and lively brand.



Visual Equity



Visual Equity
Photography Direction

Full colour photography portraying the country nature of the project.



Visual Equity
Illustration

Hand-drawn illustrations by Ani Castillo to be used freely throughout brand.  They can 
appear in colour or black and white.



Application



Application
Magazine Advertisement

Full page, vertical orientation. OK FRIDAY is the most prominent item on page. 



Application
Billboard Advertisement

Billboard layout example with Secondary wordmark as focal point. 



Application
Barn Application

Primary Wordmark painted application on barn.



Thank you.

Prepared by:




